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Winch to Fugro Egypt

Supporting the
underwater industry
With the pace of change ever
quickening in the underwater
industry, it is more important than
ever to keep up to date with the latest
developments. Product lines evolve
and develop, and designs – new and
established – need thorough testing.
Product lines, like the well-established
SubConn® connector range, are
constantly evolving to keep up with
the needs of the market. In this
issue, we look at applications for the
unsung hero of the underwater world
–infrastructure.
Connectors are vital links, providing
serial and power transfer from cables
to equipment both above and below
the water and must be completely
reliable in all kinds of underwater
conditions. Common to them all is that
they must withstand the challenges
that functioning in water brings.
SubConn® connectors have become
industry standard in many markets
across the world - a status achieved
through reliability proven time and time
again.
We may have what we consider to be
the best underwater connector but we
cannot rest on our laurels. Maintaining
connector quality is essential. We
also need to ensure that we have the
right product range. Often connector
systems need to be tailor made and
may even entail developing a new
product type. We excel at designing
new connectors and systems and
the lead time for what we call special
connectors is enviably short.
Providing the right systems,
developing them and continual testing
ensure that we can offer the range of
systems and services needed now and
in the future.
Niels Erik Hedeager, CEO

The DIDSON diver held version provides near video quality images

▲▲ The standard MASH 5000 winch model is adapted to suit Fugro, with a specially sized drum
MacArtney Middle East is delighted to
have secured an order for a MASH type
hydraulic winch for Fugro in Egypt. The
winch, which is based on a standard
MacArtney MASH design, will be installed
on a working sonar vessel and used to
control launch, operation and recovery
of sonar equipment. MASH winches are

specially designed to handle industry
standard large work class ROVs. They
are electronically controlled and designed
to hold a range of armoured lift umbilicals
with a full drum line pull of 15 to 18T.
The MASH 5000 winch will be delivered
to Fugro in July 2011.

From idea to design
◄◄ Cooperation between departments is
invaluable

Idea to reality can sometimes be a
long journey, but it needn’t be a difficult
one. The right advice and support at
the beginning of the process can save a
project from pitfalls and help make the
final system the perfect combination of
design and function.
Drawing on a broad knowledge base
Design studies at MacArtney have been
providing clients, especially within the
renewable energy and the oil reservoir
mapping industries, with just the help
they need at the beginning of the design
process, offering engineering expertise
and experience. MacArtney experts
have a broad knowledge base and can

offer electronic and mechanical advice
based on experience in a wide range of
underwater fields. Their knowledge of
providing complete solutions offers an
unrivalled understanding of how products
are integrated into systems and can
offer practical advice and solutions for
equipment compliancy to all types of
certifications.
Safety and certification aware
Products and systems are often
controlled by operators. Their safety and
the safety of those around them also
need to be taken into account.
The design team at MacArtney are
experienced in ensuring that safety
requirements and norms are incorporated
into the finished design, so whether
or not the final product or system
is manufactured by MacArtney, the
customer can be assured that the
design will work and will take safety and
certification requirements into account.

Improved mine sweeping

▲▲ Cormac stainless steel winches are used
to control the sonar systems

better resolution, reduced noise and
increased range on the same frequency.
The systems’ Full Spectrum CHIRP
coded pulses also allow for multiple
pulses that provide the same coverage at
a much increased speed.
The Cormac 2 winches are being
upgraded with new frequency converters,
motors and new tow cables for improved
performance and handling.

▲▲ Mine-like targets for further investigation can be clearly seen on the sonar image
After successfully operating an EdgeTech
DF1000 side scan sonar systems for
about 17 years sweeping for mines, FMV
for the Swedish Navy is installing sonar
and handling system upgrades that will
improve sonar data quality and handling
for even greater operational efficiency
and mission effectiveness.
The Swedish Navy has been using

EdgeTech sonar systems and Cormac 2
winches to find and identify mines.
The system upgrade will provide the navy
with completely up to date technology,
making it easier to locate and identify
mine-like features on the seabed.
Upgrading to the newer EdgeTech 4200
side scan sonar systems will provide

Training and installation of the first
system took place at the Karlskrona naval
base and the remaining vessel will be
updated in Stockholm in late spring.
MacArtney supply:
■■ 19” rack mounted top side processors
■■ Discover data acquisition software
■■ 9 towfish (4200) rated for 500m depth
(4x100/400 kHz and 5x300/900 kHz)
■■ Spare parts

Staying up to date in subsea
completion technology

▲▲ Employees from the global network were updated on the latest developments
As the trend to open fields in deeper
or more marginal areas continues,
technology will need to keep ahead to
solve the more complex challenges faced
and help manage risk in future deep

water development.
Knowledge is key – and from the 25th to
the 27th of October, 20 participants from
across the MacArtney group attended a
3 day Subsea Completion Course.

Designed to deepen understanding of
the subsea completion business, the 3
day course was a great success and will
strengthen MacArtney’s continued ability
to support the industry.

SubConn®: connecting the underw
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▲▲ The relatively new renewable energy industry employs tried and

▲▲ Renewable energy junction boxes for Open Hydro are designed for ▲▲ A numb
tough offshore conditions and use SubConns® *

connectors

▲▲ Many underwater systems used SubConn® connectors during

▲▲ The most stabil remotely operated towed vehicle, the FOCUS-2,

▲▲ NEXUS

tested SubConn® connectors *

the Galathea expedition *

With 70% of the world underwater
it’s no wonder that businesses and
research institutes alike spend a great
deal of time and effort finding out what
is under the water and how best to use
or protect what they find.
From deep sea diamond mining to
tsunami warning systems, underwater
equipment is found across the globe
performing a wide range of functions.
Most systems need connecting in one
way or another, either for power or data
transfer - or a combination of both.

uses SubConn® connectors for its power needs *

SubConn® connectors have been
industry standard for decades for an
enormous variation of systems, deployed
from the arctic to the tropics - from
shallow water to ocean depth.
Available in an array of shapes and sizes,
they have been a trusted, off-the-shelf
infrastructure produt across the world.
Designed to suit perfectly
And as applications vary greatly, so does
the connector requirement. Underwater
systems and equipment are often
designed and tailor made specifically

SubConns®

for a particular customer or a particular
purpose. Their design and requirement
specifications mean that connectors and
infrastructure often need to be specifically
designed to integrate into the system
set up. Choosing the right infrastructure
supplier often means choosing a supplier
that can tailor make connector systems.
MacArtney and SubConn Inc have been
designing tailor made connectors and
infrastructure systems for over 30 years.
Specialised engineers and experts offer
solid advice on connectors and can
design connector systems to suit virtually

water world
experience in how equipment reacts to
the underwater environment ensure that
connectors are reliable and have a good
life expectancy.
MacArtney has decades of experience in
the effects of the underwater environment
on equipment. Engineers and designers
know the challenges that connectors face
– whether during repeated launches and
recovery or during immersion for lengthy
periods.
®

Dependabilit at Ever Level

Complete production control
Every stage in the design and production
process is strictly controlled to ensure
continued high standard. Existing
models and new connector designs are
thoroughly tested to ensure that they
function correctly and are reliable.

ber of remotely operated vehicles, or ROVs, use SubConn® SubConn’s recent takeover of the
s, including the SPERRE range *
production of inner machine parts has

given them complete control over the
entire connector construction process.
They recently joined the already
certified MacArtney group in gaining ISO
certification in 2010, documenting their
existing production and supply quality.
* For more information about the
examples here, see
www.macartney.com/subconnexamples

How do they work?
A tight rubber fit keeps water out
of the SubConn® when mated
and when connecting below
the surface, water in the female
connector needs to be pushed out.
A series of o-rings in the female
connector helps the male
connector pin to push out water.
The pin presses water back out of
the female at each o-ring to give
the SubConn® its trusted seal.

About SubConn Inc
MacArtney recognised the
SubConn® potential and secured
worldwide agency for connectors
in 1978, just 3 years after launch.
Since MacArtney became part
owner of SubConn Inc in 2007,
SubConn has acquired an
engineering division and continues
to go from strength to strength,
with more than 60 employees.

Accessing SubConns® worldwide

S multiplexers developed for the Geostar project used
®
for robust, reliable connections at depth *

any requirement. With production and
engineering in house, lead time from
design to delivery is among the shortest
in the industry.
Choosing reliability
When down time or equipment failure
can be a costly affair, choosing the
right connectors is essential. They
need to accommodate the power and
communication requirements of the
system, and be robust enough to cope
with pressures underwater.
Stringent testing and quality control in
production combined with decades of

MacArtney has a network of subsidiaries and agents who offer sales, service and
advice across the globe.
A complete list can be found on www.macartney.com/subconncontacts

Global network news

MacArtney Norway

MacArtney UK

Stavanger • Norway • Tel: +47 5195 1800

Anders Andersen, Managing Director

Spring is the time when oil
companies are well in the process
of awarding major new billion kroner
sized contracts.
With an oil price of over $100 US,
optimism has returned to the market.
MacArtney Norway has been working
on and sending out quotations for
system solutions and we are in
close contact with our customers.
Hopefully the spring will bring rays of
sunshine for us all.

MacArtney Offshore

David Buchan, Managing Director

Chris Howerter, Managing Director

Aberdeen • UK • Tel: +44 (0) 1224 358 500

Houston • USA • Tel: +1 713 266 7575

The UK operation is very busy with a
steady flow of business from the Oil &
Gas sector.

We enter 2011 with renewed energy
in anticipation of a strong Gulf of
Mexico recovery.

We are very pleased to see a
significant increase in business coming
from the Renewable Energy sector.

We continue to support our existing
long term customer base while
seeking new opportunities in the
subsea completion market.

Plans are underway to increase
the UK sales force by adding 2
new sales engineers to cope with
current business and to develop new
enquiries.

With this focus we intend to continue
to grow and play a larger role in the
underwater O&G market and our local
presence.

Our hopes are especially high for the
FPSOs that are underway and from
the summer will grow markedly in the
next 5 to 6 years.

EurOceanique

MacArtney Benelux

MBT GmbH

Rousset • France • Tel: +33 (0) 442 394 985

Rotterdam • Netherlands • Tel: +31 10 2041166

Kiel • Germany • Tel: +49 431 7207 200

David Mazzochi, Managing Director

The level of activity at EurOceanique
is higher than ever and the last four
months have broken all records.
Fibre optic activity in the workshop is
picking up significantly and all areas
look very positive.
We have received large contracts
for multibeam sounders for the
hydrographic sector and slip rings for
the seismic industry.
To support our increased activity,
we have 2 new employees and 30%
more space in our building.

Ron Voerman, Managing Director

MacArtney Benelux has now
completed the move to new premises.
We are very busy and will soon be
welcoming new colleagues to help us
with the amount of work.
The new video controller, the P1,
has been launched very successfully
onto the underwater camera market
and a new series of controllers will
be produced soon.The smaller C3
controller is still available and a series
of 5 is currently in production.
This year was very exciting and we
are looking forward to the next.

Torsten Turla, Managing Director

2005 to 2010, MBT supplied
sound velocity and density probes
to Raytheon Anschuetz for their
submarine command and control
systems. MBT has now secured an
extension of this supply agreement
and will deliver MIDAS SVX mod.
II probes for the upcoming building
programs. In preparation, we are
refurbishing our premises in Kiel;
extending calibration and testing
facilities and electronics workshop.
MBT is also commissioning scientific
equipment on the Vietnamese
Navy Research vessel HSV 6613
at Song Thu Shipyard, DaNang as
subcontractor to Atlas Hydrographic.

Passing the MacArtney test
Heavy duty cable pull test

▲▲ Safety is an important issue, especially

if testing to destruction. To protect
operators, hatches are firmly closed before
any pulling force is applied to the cable and
termination

◄◄ This testing facility can pull at up to

1000 tons to destruction and 1200 tons in
non-destructive tests

Testing cables and terminations is often
an important part of the supply process.
Customers need to know that the system
they receive can withstand the forces
under which they are designed to work.
Engineering calculations and cable

manufacturer certification are essential
elements but sometimes customers need
to perform a pull test.
MacArtney recently performed a pull test
on a cable and termination destined for
heavy duty offshore work.

Full stop fully loaded

The cable and termination were tested to
the required SWL of 15.9 tons and further
tested to a pull of 63.5 tons without failing.
MacArtney can provide cable pull testing
at its own facilities at up to 40 tons and
can offer testing at up to 1200 tons.

Operating equipment from a vessel
requires precision and sea movement can
be a challenge for data accuracy, safety
and control during launch, operation and
recovery. To help counter movement, heavy
duty ROV winches launch, operate and
recover large work size vehicles in heavy
seas using precisely controlled active heave
compensation.
But what happens if the operator needs
to stop this heavy machinery dead –
immediately? Should the unexpected
happen, the operator needs to know that
pressing the red emergency stop button will
stop the winch straight away. Winches are
equipped with an emergency stop that halts
cable movement dead – even with a full
load.

▲▲ The emergency stop was tested with a 19.5 T load - equivalent to operating a work class
ROV system

MacArtney recently put one of their systems
to the test with a simulated heavy duty work
class ROV and heavy seas. Video footage
shows just how solidly the emergency stop
functions – proving just why MacArtney
winches are trusted by ROV operators
worldwide.
See video footage of the load test on
www.macartney.com/videos/AHCtest

Latest news in brief
Proven reliability in tough conditions
Waves are set to
become an enormous
source of renewable
energy.

▲▲ Oyster 2 Wave Energy Converter

Yet tapping into this
wave energy requires
sturdy systems that can
withstand literally
everything that the
ocean throws at them
and be reliable for
extended periods.

New mooring communications system provides fast, low
power wireless communication
Off the coast of the
islands of Morea, a new
innovation provided by
MacArtney Underwater
Technology Group
transfers data via
wireless modem. This
new technology opens
up areas otherwise
unavailable by mobile
networks and unsuitable
for conventional radio
▲▲ Wireless Ethernet connection
transmission systems.
opens up new areas

Read the full story on www.macartney.com/news
Meet us in person on our stands at these exhibitions
■■
■■
■■
■■

Ocean Business 2011, UK 5th - 7th April 2011 Meet us on stand B1
OTC - Offshore Technology Conference 2011, USA 2nd – 5th May 2011
All Energy 2011 18th-19th May 2011, UK Meet us on stand C50
Energy Ocean International 14th - 16th June 2011, USA Meet us on stands 11 and 12

AN UNDERWATER TECHNOLOGY STORY:
June 2010 near Dunwich, England

“Uncovering secrets from the past...
The greatest enemy of the east coast of England beats relentlessly
against the coastline and has claimed countless settlements and
towns as cliffs are pounded into surrender and swallowed by the
turbid waters of the North Sea.
One of the most famous towns to have succumbed to the waves is
the medieval town of Dunwich in Suffolk. Largely buried in the mud
off the coast and long since abandoned to the encroaching sea, the
historic capital of East Anglia has been losing buildings to the North
Sea since the 1300’s. Though the site is well-known, just what it looks
like has been a mystery for hundreds of years. Attempts to gain any
detailed view of what lies beneath the water, the silt and the sand have
been made near-impossible by poor visibility near the seabed.
In June 2010, a team examining the Dunwich site deployed a special
sonar camera. The combination of high frequencies, acoustic lenses
and very narrow beams increased image detail and gave
archaeologists greater detail of the site than ever before available,
enabling them to identify carved stonework from lost historic
buildings. New technology opened up this hitherto secretive site
and could help reveal centuries of history hidden by the waves.“
MacArtney – dedicated to the underwater industry
Read more at

WWW.MACARTNEY.COM/PAST

